In this paper we discuss how some limitations of current reverse engineering approaches prevent them from recovering architectures effectively from legacy systems. We classify several reverse engineering tools and systems into five distinct frameworks. We then propose a set of requirements for an effective architecture recovery framework which benefits from the main features of those five frameworks and tries to overcome their identified limitations.
Introduction
Software engineers traditionally cope with the complexity of a large software system by thinking of it as a high-level organisation of components (modules, layers, servers, clients, databases) and the interactions (procedure calls, interprocesses communication, database access) between them. They refer to this high-level view of their system as its 'software architecture", and mostly describe it by means of informal diagrams and idioms [lo] .
While at the architectural level a-system is described through high-level abstractions, at the implementation level those abstractions must be translated into the low-level software components (variables, procedures, objects, ties) and the implementation dependencies explicitly supported by conventional progr amming languages. The result is that the initial architectural description of the system is implicit and partially represented in the implementation, encoded in the primitive constructs of the underlying language and spread through several files 1231. This lack of high-level support for describing architectural components and their interactions -common to most current programming languages -clearly makes large systems difhcult to maintain. As systems evolve through modifications and improvements, which are not always well documented (or not documented at all), the maintenance task is exacerbated [19] .
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SIGSOFI' 96 Workshop, San Francisco CA USA * 1996 ACM O-89791-867-3/96/10 ..%3.50 tural descriptions by following two main approaches. The first approach consists of using Reverse Engineering (RE) technologies to extract the "actual" structure of a system direct from its source code. The second approach regards the development of large systems using higher-level languages specifically oriented to the description of software architectures [25] . Although the latter approach is promising and may s&nificantly ease the maintenance of systems yet to be built, the former is the only alternative for legacy systems.
In this paper we briefly review some common RE frameworks (which comprise several BE tools and systems) and show why they fail to effectively support the recovery of axchitectures from legacy systems. We then propose a set of requirements which we believe are essential for an effective architecture recovery framework and which tries to exploit aspects of both of the above approaches.
Current RE Frameworks
The process of reverse engineering an existing system is traditionally divided into two phases [4]: 1) identification and extraction of source code artifacts of interest for a given maintenance task -the e&action phase; and 2) analysis of the extracted artifacts in order to compose high-level models of the system -the analysis phase. In the extraction phase an extraction tool' reads in the source code files and writes out the information extracted in a more manageable representation such as cross-reference relations or an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). The source code representation is then used in the analysis phase as a working base to which thereverse engineer applies several analysis tools in order to build high-level models of the system. This process is illustrated in the framework shown in figure 1 .
If we take a close look at many existing RE tools we can see that in general they implement that framework using different source code representations and mechanisms for generating high-level models. Based on similarities of the source code representations and extraction and analysis mechanisms, we have classified several existing RE tools and systems into five more specialised frameworks. Those frameworks, together with their limitations from the point of view of architecture recovery, are d~escribed below.
'Languages parsers are the most commonly used extraction tools, but depending on the maintenance task being performed other less precise tools such as Unix 9rep and awls or per2 scripts can also be used. The advantage of this framework is that relational source models can be easily manipulated and visualised, resulting in a very friendly interaction between the user and the analysis tools.2 Models of the system at different levels of abstraction can be interactively created by applying filtering and clustering operations in sequence, i.e., by using the result of one operation as the input for other subsequent operation. Analysis operations may be as simple as clustering based on similarities of components names or as sophisticated as clustering based on information hiding principles (e.g. high cohesion and low coupling). Rigi, in particular, provides several semi-automated clustering operations and others may be added by the user, which allow tailored high-level models to be built based on many dierent clustering criteria.
On the other hand, complex architectural relationships such as inter-processes communication, remote procedure calls or access to external entities like files and databases may be implemented by different (sometimes delocaliied) code fragments and for this reason are not usually extracted by conventional extraction tools. This strongly restricts the kinds of architectural descriptions that can be recovered during the analysis phase of this framework since analysis ' When the repository is a relational database, for example, the user may access it using SQL queries.
. 102 tools are confined to composed high-level models based only on the information available in the relational repository. Although the use of an approximate, low-cost lexical extractor [16] may give more flexibility to change what is extracted from the source code, such a tool is still too restrictive for recovering architectural features.
Compliance Checking Framework
This framework also uses a relational representation of the source code as the basis for the analysis phase, but here the user builds high-level models in slightly diierent way (see figure 3) . Instead of applying filtering and clustering operations to the base representation and then inspecting the results to find out what the high-level model looks like, the user provides the system with a description of an "idealised" high-level model that he/she expects to find in the source code.3 The system then checks this idealised model against the relational source model and produces as a result a "cornpliance" model that shows where the user model agrees and disagrees with the source code evidence. Examples of compliance checkers are the Software Reflexion Models tools [17] and Pattern-Lint [22] . Compliance checkers are very useful in many implementation and maintenance activities, but are subjected to the same limitation described for the previous framework if conventional extraction tools are used to create their relational source model.
Analysers Generators Framework
More flexible and detailed analysis of legacy systems is possible when the source code is parsed into an AST reprcsentation annotated with, for example, comments and control/data flow information.
This approach is adopted by some RE environments where a data repository is used to store the annotated AST representation, and a specific query language is provided as a means of accessing the repository. Analysis tools are left to be defined (as queries written in the provided query language) by the user. Refine [2] and Genoa [S] are examples of such environments, and their framework is shown in figure 4 .
An AST is a good representation for the process of architecture recovery since it contains all relevant source coda constructs. However, ASTs are complex structures that contain a large number of language-dependent nodes, and its manipulation (through user-defined queries to the data rcpository) requires from the user a deep knowledge about the syntax of the underlying programming language. Hence, analysers generators environments exe more suitable to be used as a basis upon which other more specialiied RE tools might be implemented, as it is the cese for some of the tools classified withiri the next frameworks.
Program Understanding Framework
Program understanding is an active research area within the artificial intelligence community where researchers seek to create fully automated RE systems. Their approach is to represent the user knowledge about programs as program abstractions4 and store those abstractions in a program abstractions library or knowledge base. A recognition engine then traverses some internal representation of the source code (usually an annotated AST or a flow graph) in an attempt to find program constructs or collections of program constructs that match the description of any program abstraction stored in the knowledge base (see figure 5 ). The recognition process is implemented either in a bottomup or top-down fashion. Program understanding tools that follow the bottom-up approach (for each program instruction the engine tries to determine which program abstractioti might have this instruction as a'component) are limited to work with small and very simple programs due to the combinatorial explosion of possibly relevant abstractions. To constr,ain the search space other tools adopt the top-down approach (search for program constructs that might match only a small set of given program abstractions) but this requires deep advance knowledge about the program being analysed in order to provide the set of expected program abstractions, which is not always the case for legacy systems. In both bottom-up and top-down app&ches, however, program understanding tools produce abstract models of the system under analysis at the algorithmic level only, where the focus is on how the system components are implemented. They are not of great help when an engineer needs to understand a system at the architectural level, where the focus is on components and how they interact with each other.
Architecture Recognition Framework
The tools of this framework are implemented on top of the Refine system 113, 121 and it represents a recent attempt to extend the ideas of the program understanding framework to the architectural level (see figure 6 ). The approach consists of populating a library of recognisers specifically created for recognition of architectural elements (components and their interactions) of a set of catalogued architectural styles (e.g. pipe-and-filter, abstract-data-type, layered, task-spawning, etc.). In the extraction phase the source code of the system under analysis is parsed into an annotated AST representation. In the analysis phase a recognition engine executes recogIlisers -which are programs written in a query language similar to Refine's -available in the library to identify code fragments in the AST representation that may represent commitments to particular architectural styles. The recognition process is top-down and driven by the user, who provides the recognition engine with styles that he/she expects to tid in the software system. Potential sources of architectural expectations are existing documentation, clustering produced by conventional program visualisation tools, candidate styles for reengineering and the user experience. Architecture recognisers are not straightforward to create firstly because they manipulate an AST representation, and secondly because sometimes sophisticated mechanisms such as a program slicer [27] are needed for the identification of program constructs that might represent architectural elements in the code [l%] . The difficulties in creating recognisers are to some extent mitigated with the possibility of organising them in hierarchies, where the input for one recogniser is the result of other previously executed recognisers.
A major limitation of this framework, however, is the restriction that it can only recognise one architectural style at-a time. Since real systems rarely adhere to 'pure" architectural commitments, architectural styles individually represent only a partial description of a software system, and the framework provides no facility for the user to combine recognised architectural elements corresponding to different styles into hybrid and broader architectural descriptions.
An Effective Architecture Recovery Framework
From the review of those five frameworks we can see that in general their major drawbacks are limited source code models and complex or too restrictive analysis tools. These drawbacks are obviously undesirable in any architecture recovery tool. Therefore the two main requirements for en effective framework are: l a richer source code representation (which incorporates architectural elements) as the base model for the analysis phase, and l a flexible and easy-to-use set of analysis tools (which incorporates multiple techniques).
The former would allow the creation of better architectural descriptions of the systems under analysis, and the latter would allow the user to-easily view and combine those architectures descriptions in different ways, perhaps at different levels of abstraction.
It is worth noting that the main reason why existing FU3 frameworks do not satisfy those two requirements at the same time is that complex source models usually require complex analysis tools, and easy-to-use analysis tools are usually possible only due to the simplicity of the base model. This means that the obvious solution of, for example, using graphical filtering and clustering operations (a flexible and easy-to-use analysis mechanism) to. compose high-level models i?om an AST representation (a rich source model) might not be the best approach -if possible at all -due to the diversity and complexity of language-dependent nodes present in this kind of source code representation.
In order to satisfy our two main requirements, we propose to use an AST representation not as a basis for composing high-level models (which would result in complex analysis tools), but rather as a basis for creating a rich relational repository. The idea is to add a second extraction phase to the general RE process described in section 2: the first extraction phase would parse the source code into an AST representation, and the second extraction phase would extract information about ptimitive architectural components and their interactions from the AST representation (using a library of recognisers and a recognition engine similar to those of the architecture recognition framework), and store that information as a set of relations in a relational repository. In the analysis phase the user could then apply analysis tools similar to those of the filtering and clustering or compliance checking frameworks to compose, combine or perform compliance checking of tailored architectural description8 at different levels of abstraction. The framework corresponding to this augmented R.El process is shown in figure 7. This idealised framework has the main features of the architecture recognition framework and of the frameworks based on a relational source model, which adequately combined avoid the limitations of each of those frameworks individually. Compared to the architecture recognition framework, our framework would require simpler recognisers since they would search only for primitive architectural elements -in our view, non-primitive architectural elements such as abstract-data-types and layers are more appropriate to be identified interactively by the user in the analysis phase through specific clustering operations, instead of by specific (thus restrictive) recognisers. Compared to the filtering and clustering framework, our framework would require more sophisticated analysis operations since traditional clustering criteria (such as information hiding principles) are based on implementation dependencies between software components and might be meaningless when applied to architectural relationships.
As an example of a sophisticated analysis operation consider a clustering criterion based on the styles that define each architectural element of the source model. Such an operation could be used to, for instance, reveal every ('pure" style present in the code (by filtering away or collapsing together all elements belonging to a different style) or to create combinations of 'pure" styles elements as hybrid architcctural descriptions of the system under analysis.
One further important requirement which we propose for an effective architecture recovery framework, and that is missing from all RE tools that we are aware of, is an expressive graphical notation for describing primitive and composite architectural elements. This requirement would considerably improve the expressiveness of the recovered high-level models, which in turn would make the interaction between the user and the analysis tools even easier. Good examples to be used or adapted as a graphical architectural representation in our idealised framework are the graphical notations of architecture description ianguages such es Darwin [15] , Aesop [9] and UniCon [24] .
